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Under our baseline scenario, the Fed's policy stance, accounting for a rundown in the balance sheet, approaches 
levels of restrictiveness that have historically signaled a recession – our measure of the Fed's policy stance is 
around 0.8% around end-2019, while historical recessions were typically preceded by an increase to 1% or 
above. The more hawkish scenario would clearly move the Fed's policy stance to a level that would make a 
recession likely by late-2019 or 2020. 
- source ZeroHedge.com 

According to BCA's 
analyst, although A-
shares historically have 
rarely been cheap in a 
global comparison, this 
asset class is now well 
below its historical 
average valuation levels, 
underscoring room for 
mean reversion. 
Moreover, Chinese local 
government bond yields 
are the highest among 
the Greater China 
economies. Any decline 
in bond yields will make 
A-shares more attractive 
to local investors. 
- source BCA 



week ahead

 past week

The most important development out of the June FOMC meeting was the official unveiling of an addendum to the 
FOMC’s Policy Normalization Principles and Plans, which laid out the details of the starting and terminal balance-
sheet runoff caps. BI Economics is impressed by the aggressiveness of the Fed’s intentions, as the cap will start at $10 
billion per month and accelerate to $50 billion per month. The Fed previously indicated that it wanted balance-sheet 
policy to operate quietly and passively in the background -- as one member quipped, it should be “like watching paint 
dry.” 
- source Bloomberg 

The preliminary reading for the month of June will complete the quarterly picture of consumer confidence in the euro 
area. The upward trend in continuing in 2Q with the quarterly average of the index up in all of the region's four 
biggest economies (expect Italy). Consumers seem to be shrugging off higher inflation as conditions in the labor 
market continue to improve. This bodes well for household consuption over the period. 



USA Level WtD (%) YtD (%)

USA - Dow Jones Industrial 21'384.28 0.53 8.21

USA - S&P 500 2'433.15 0.06 8.68

USA - Nasdaq Composite 6'151.76 -0.90 14.28

Europe Level WtD (%) YtD (%)

Euro Zone - EurostoXX 50 3'569.99 0.73 8.49

Germany - Dax 12'855.09 1.30 11.97

Italy - FTSE Mib 20'998.62 0.42 9.17

UK - FTSE 100 7'463.54 -0.64 4.49

Switzerland - SMI 9'014.17 2.34 9.66

Asia and Far East Level WtD (%) YtD (%)

Japan - Nikkei 225 20'067.75 0.80 4.99

Hong Kong - Hang Seng 25'895.63 0.73 17.70

China - Shangai Composite 3'139.27 -0.02 1.15

India - Sensex 31'191.62 0.31 17.15

LIBOR rates Level YtD (%)

EUR 3 months 0.062 -0.20 

CHF 3 months -0.731 -0.00 

USD 3 months 1.274 0.28

government yields Level YtD (%)

Bund 10 years 0.277 0.07

Gilt 10 years 1.037 -0.20 

Switzerland 10 years -0.145 0.04

Treasury 10 years 2.155 -0.29 

forex Level YtD (%)

€/$ 1.1203 6.52

€/£ 0.8763 -2.60 

€/SFr 1.0899 -1.63 

SFr/$ 0.9728 4.75

jpy/$ 111.020 5.35

commodities Level YtD (%)

Gold 1252.2 8.73

Oil 44.540 -17.09 
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Disclaimer

Le informazioni contenute in questo documento sono ottenute da fonti ritenute affidabili, tuttavia la loro accuratezza e completezza non possono essere garantite: nè gli autori nè la società si assumeranno alcuna 

responsabilità per possibili perdite dirette o indirette legate a questa pubblicazione e/o ai suoi contenuti. Le indicazioni riportate non costituiscono raccomandazioni all'acquisto o alla sottoscrizione dei prodotti 

finanziari citati.
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